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introduction
One of the driving forces in social cognition has been the goal of understanding the mental mechanisms that can produce the large array of paradoxical findings that have excited social psychology students for half a
century. From persuasion to person perception, decision making to dissonance, and judgment to job descrimination, the distinction between
automatic and controlled processes has provided tremendous empirical
leverage in the crusade to divide and conquer mental phenomena (in
this volume, see Brewer; Chartrand & Jefferis; Galinsky, Martorana, &
Ku; Johnston & Miles; cf. Kruglanski et al.). Controlled processes (sometimes referred to as explicit, conscious, or rational processes) typically involve
some combination of effort, intention, and awareness, tend to interfere
with one another, and are usually experienced as self-generated thoughts.
Automatic processes (sometimes referred to as implicit, nonconscious, or
intuitive processes) typically lack effort, intention, or awareness, tend not
to interfere with one another, and are usually experienced as perceptions
or feelings. Deciding how to budget one’s finances effectively to cover
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necessary expenses in both the short and the long term is a controlled process that will likely require effort, intention, and awareness. Deciding to
see the new movie starring one’s favorite actor is more automatic, with the
decision simply appearing in the form of an impulse.
Although progress has been made in terms of determining many of the
behavioral and cognitive consequences of automatic and controlled processing, the theoretical utility of this progress has been hampered because
automaticity and control refer to the processing phenomenology rather
than to the qualitatively distinct representations that are utilized in the
two kinds of processing. There is a tendency for us to believe that the same
kinds of underlying symbolic representations are used regardless of the automaticity of their use in terms of effort, intention, and awareness (Smith,
1996). This view would suggest that as the processing of certain representations becomes increasingly automatic, the internal structure of the
representations remains qualitatively the same but the individual’s ability
to initiate, prevent, and consciously guide the process changes. There is
a increasing volume of work in the cognitive neurosciences that conflicts
with this view, instead offering up distinct neural bases for automatic and
controlled processes.
A second limitation of current models is that automaticity and control
are often viewed as the anchors for two ends of a continuum. Controlled
processes are those that involve effort, awareness, and intention. But what
are automatic processes? It seems somewhat incomplete to answer that
automatic processes are the ones that lack the qualities that controlled
processes possess. Rather than defining automatic processes negatively, in
terms of which components of controlled processes are lacking, a cognitive
neuroscience approach allows us to examine automatic and controlled processes positively in terms of the qualitatively distinct computational properties that emerge from the neurophysiology and connectivity to other
neural systems.
Additionally, traditional measures of automaticity and control cannot
assess interactions between automatic and controlled processes. No matter how automatic and controlled processes are interacting, the resulting
judgment or behavioral response will reflect a unified product that will
look more or less automatic overall (Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999). Imagine
a process that is two parts controlled and two parts automatic. A shift in
processing that adds one part controlled process will be difficult to discriminate from a shift that instead subtracts one part automatic process if
the test of automaticity measures the linear summation or relative contributions of the automatic and controlled components. Using neuroimaging
techniques, the independent changes in automatic and controlled processes
can be assessed prior to the output stage of behavior.
The goal of this chapter is to provide a simple model of the distinct neural correlates of automatic and controlled processes as they relate to social
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and affective judgment. Once presented, a new way to understand the negative consequences of introspection in judgment will be presented, complementing existing models (Wilson & Schooler, 1991). Finally, a connection
will be made between the neurocognitive systems involved in automatic
and controlled judgment processes and the personality-related reactivity
of these systems. Because the efficiency and sensitivity of these brain structures vary, these individual differences should be associated with different
judgment and decision-making styles. The field of social cognitive neuroscience is in its infancy (Lieberman, 2000a; Ochsner & Lieberman, 2001),
and thus a disclaimer is necessary: Some of the arguments made in this
chapter are bound to appear simplistic or flat-out mistaken in the clear
light of history. Nevertheless, some theorizing and speculating are in order if we are ever to pull the edges of the separate disciplines close enough
to overlap with one another. This chapter will, it is hoped, serve as an invitation to social psychologists to take a cognitive neuroscientist to lunch
and start exploring the ways that collaborations bringing the disciplines
closer can lead to progress on both new and old problems in judgment and
decision making.

reflection-reflexion model of judgment
At every turn and at each moment in our daily lives, we are making countless implicit judgments and decisions that allow us seamlessly to make
sense of and navigate our social world. We intuitively make sense of the
nonverbal messages in the environment and often reciprocate appropriately without any effort (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993; Chartrand & Jefferis,
this volume; Chen & Bargh, 1997; Word, Zanna & Cooper, 1974); automatically judge objects as more likeable based on previous exposure or their
position in a display (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Zajonc, 1968); spontaneously
make sense of behavior in terms of intentions and traits (Gilbert, 1989;
Heider & Simmel, 1944; Winter & Uleman, 1984); and decide whether to
help strangers based merely on the syntax of the request, without careful
consideration (Langer, Blank, & Chanowitz, 1978).
As long as the judgments to be made address familiar stimuli that
are functioning in the way we are accustomed, our judgments can usually proceed automatically without ever becoming a focus of attention.
However, when our expectations are violated, doubt and ambiguity ensue, followed quickly by more explicit decision-making processes (Dewey,
1910; Whitehead, 1911). For instance, when we turn a doorknob to open a
door, we are making a number of assumptions about the nature of the doorknob in terms of structure and function. As long as the doorknob works
as expected, these assumptions remain tacit, allowing us to focus on other
thoughts, and most of the time we are not even reflectively aware of doorknobs at all (i.e., aware of the doorknob as “a doorknob”). Doorknobs
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recruit controlled processing only when they cease to function as doorknobs because broken doorknobs are anomalous and cannot be assimilated by our more automatic processes (Dreyfus, 1991; Heidegger, 1927). A
broken doorknob that stands between us and where we want to be creates
an expectancy violation that requires effort, attention, and reasoning to resolve. In these cases, controlled decision-making processes occur primarily
when automatic processes have failed to achieve our goals.
Previously, my collaborators and I have termed those processes that
spontaneously link our goals to behavior reflexive (Lieberman, Gaunt,
Gilbert, & Trope, 2002b). When reflexive processes fail, reflective processes
are recruited to deal with circumstances that are exceptions to our implicit
expectations. Although these terms may seem like yet another name for the
same old dual-process dichotomy, reflexive and reflective processes are defined functionally and neurally, not just in terms of resistance to cognitive
load and other standard measures of automaticity. Dual-process theories
typically propose that the occurrence of controlled processing depends
on the availability of cognitive resources and the motivation to be accurate. The reflection-reflexion model, taking its cue from cybernetic control
models (Carver & Scheier, 1981; Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960; Wiener,
1948), suggests that in addition to motivation and resources, the occurrence
of reflective processes is determined by the success or failure of reflexive
processes. In other words, reflective processes can be functionally defined
as those designed for and recruited to handle situations that prove too
difficult for reflexive processes. Additionally, the word control has come
under increasing scrutiny for its association with free will and the implied
homunculus that creates a philosophical regress (Dennett, 1984; Wegner &
Bargh, 1998). Reflexive and reflective indicate the phenomenological experience associated with these processes, without sneaking in a reified self
through the backdoor (James, 1913).
The X-System
The neural correlates associated with these two types of processes are the
X-system (for the X in reflexive) and the C-system (for the C in reflective).
Functionally, the X-system is responsible for linking affect and social meaning to currently represented stimuli, regardless of whether those stimuli
are activated bottom-up as a result of ongoing perception or top-down as
the contents of working memory in the form of goals, explicit thoughts, or
retrieved memories. These links usually reflect conditioning between the
various features of a stimulus or between the stimulus and the outcomes
for which the stimulus is a cue. The former (stimulus–stimulus associations) might include implicit personality theories, stereotypes, and other
forms of categorical cognition in which various characteristics, traits, or attributes are believed to co-occur. The latter (stimulus–outcome associations)
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generally refer to affective processes, in which one cue (e.g., an angry expression) indicates that ones’ goals are about to be advanced or thwarted.
These affective processes have long been thought to prepare the individual
to act on the basis of affective judgment, and thus these processes are assumed to link directly to motor systems in the brain (Frijda, 1986; LeDoux,
1996; Rolls, 1999).
The three neural structures associated with the X-system are the amygdala, basal ganglia, and lateral temporal cortex. There is strong evidence
that the amygdala learns about and spontaneously reacts to threat cues
as varied as snakes, fear expressions, and out-group race faces (LeDoux,
1996; Phelps et al., 2000); responds to even subliminal presentations of these
threat cues (Morris, Ohman, & Dolan, 1999; Whalen et al., 1998); and has
direct projections to various motor systems that mediate the fight-or-flight
response, implicating the amygdala as part of an automatic avoidance system. Alternatively, the basal ganglia seem to serve as part of an automatic
approach system, responding to various predictors of reward (Depue &
Collins, 1999; Lieberman, 2000a; Schultz, 1998). Neuroimaging studies of
implicit learning have shown that the basal ganglia is activated by sequences of cues that predict a desired outcome (Berns, Cohen, & Mintun,
1997; Lieberman, Chang, Chiao, Bookheimer, & Knowlton, 2002a) and in
response to cues that elicit positive affect ranging from pictures of loved
ones (Bartels & Zeki, 2000) to cocaine administration (Breiter, Gollub, &
Weisskoff, 1997). Like the amgydala, the basal ganglia also have numerous
projections that can initiate behavior; indeed, the first symptoms of basal
ganglia–related neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s disease and
Huntington’s disease are impairments in habitual action patterns (Grant
& Adams, 1996). There is evidence to suggest that the basal ganglia and
amygdala each participate to some degree in reflexive responses to positive and negative cues; however, they do appear to be selectively more
involved in one valenced affect than the other (Tabibnia, 2002).
Lateral temporal cortex is involved in recognizing the identity, attributes, and behavior of social (and nonsocial) objects. The lower (or
ventral) part of temporal cortex is part of the “what” system in the visual
processing stream (Mishkin, Ungeleider, & Macko, 1983). The contiguous
regions that make up the ventral visual stream make progressively more
abstract inferences about the identity and category membership of the underlying stimulus. In early stages (toward the back of the brain), visual
attributes are constructed from lines, colors, and textures. In later stages
(toward the front of the temporal lobes), the overall identity and category memberships are activated such that attributes that are missing or occluded are activated in addition to those that are strictly visible. Thus, just
seeing part of a familiar face or the color of a stranger’s skin will lead people to fill in all sorts of other characteristics associated with individual or
group identity. This ability to “go beyond the information given” is a major
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component of most theories hoping to explain the strengths and weaknesses of human social cognition (Bruner, 1957; Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Griffin
& Ross, 1991).
The upper part of lateral temporal cortex, referred to as superior temporal
sulcus, is specialized for behavior identification (Allison, Puce, & McCarthy,
2000; Decety & Grezes, 1999; Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbin, 2000; Lieberman
et al., 2002b). This region is largely involved in extracting the intentions behind particular behaviors and has been theorized to be critical to the Theory
of Mind lacking in children with autism (Baron-Cohen, 1995). Neurons in
this region fire in conjunction with very different behaviors as long as the
underlying intention associated with each behavior is the same (Jellema &
Perrett, 2001). Moreover, accidental behaviors such as tripping and dropping an object do not activate these neurons (Perrett, Jellema, Frigerio, &
Burt, 2001). Ventral temporal cortex and superior temporal cortex “talk”
with one another to allow inferences about individual and group traits
based on observed behaviors and inferences about the implications of behaviors based on who performed them.
To summarize, the X-system is composed of the amygdala, basal ganglia, and lateral temporal cortex to form a very efficient knowledge base
about the social and affective characteristics of social phenomena that often
sets into motion behaviors based on extensive learning histories that have
accumulated slowly over time. The X-system contains our implicit theories and expectations that allow us to interface smoothly with the world,
seamlessly promoting our goals and avoiding our foes.
The C-System
Sometimes our existing expectations in the X-system fail us. The failure
can occur in one of two ways, but the result is the same in both cases:
Another mechanism besides the X-system is needed to guide behavior.
Sometimes the task or stimulus is novel, and consequently the X-system
has no preexisting well-learned representations that can assimilate the incoming information. At other times the task or stimulus is familiar, but
one’s goal or the constraints of the current context render the X-system’s
habitual response inappropriate. For instance, egalitarian individuals may
have negative racial stereotypes activated in the X-system in response to
a member of that race. Given egalitarian motives, the X-system’s response
to the target is undesirable, leading to the involvement of controlled processing in order to override or suppress the X-system’s response (Galinsky,
Martorana & Ku, this volume; Monteith, 1993; cf. Moskowitz, Gollwitzer,
Wasel, & Schaal, 1999). In each case, the X-system’s generalities are not
prepared to deal with the specific situation at hand.
In contrast to the X-system’s efficiency with social phenomena that conform to its generalities, the C-system is critical for handling the exceptions
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to the rules (McClelland, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995). The C-system
is composed of three neurocognitive mechanisms that work closely together: anterior cingulate cortex, prefrontal cortex, and the medial temporal lobe (including the hippocampus). The first two regions are responsible
for detecting the need for top-down control and for implementing control, respectively. The medial temporal lobe stores information about past
episodes to the extent that they required controlled processing (Brewer,
Zhao, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998; Craik & Tulving, 1975; Otten,
Henson, & Rugg, 2001; Wagner et al., 1998), presumably so that this information can facilitate processing the next time the special circumstances
arise. The details of how these structures perform their functions have been
described at length elsewhere (Lieberman et al., 2002b). Consequently, I will
limit myself to some of the conclusions posited by the reflection-reflexion
model.
First, the anterior cingulate cortex is sensitive to many forms of conflict and error in the X-system that generally indicate that the X-system is
unable to advance one’s current goals (Botnivick, Braver, Barch, Carter, &
Cohen, 2000) and thus serves as an alarm system that alerts prefrontal cortex that control is needed. The anterior cingulate is sensitive to a variety
of conflict and error signals including pain (Baciu et al., 1999; Ladabaum,
Minoshima, & Owyang, 2000; Rainville, Duncan, Price, Carrier, & Bushnell,
1997), distress vocalizations (Lorberbaum et al., 1999; see Shaver &
Mikulincer, this volume, for relevant attachment work), cognitive errors
(Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000), and tasks that require the overriding of a habitual response based on current goals (Barch, Braver, Sabb, & Noll, 2000;
Carter et al., 2000). Although the anterior cingulate is clearly involved in
recruiting controlled processes, it would be inaccurate to rigidly classify
the computations of the anterior cingulate as controlled (or automatic).
Instead, the anterior cingulate serves as an example of why the existing
automaticity–control dichotomy is in need of revision. On the one hand,
like a typical alarm clock, the anterior cingulate is a “set it and forget it”
alarm. The anterior cingulate is sensitive to numerous kinds of errors simultaneously without requiring conscious intent or effort (Benedict et al.,
2002). On the other hand, the sensitivity of the cingulate can be weighted
more heavily toward some discrepancies than others based on current
goals (Carter et al., 1998, 2000; Kropotov, Crawford, & Polyakov, 1997;
Sawamoto et al., 2000), and its sensitivity can be undermined by cognitive
load (Frankenstein, Richter, McIntrye, & Remy, 2001; Petrovic, Petersson,
Ghatan, Stone-Elander, & Ingvar, 2000). This last finding, that the sensitivity of the anterior cingulate can be blunted by cognitive load, is of particular
interest because it suggests that the standard account of cognitive load effects or controlled processing is only half of the story. Typically, cognitive
load is thought to undermine the use of controlled processing resources,
but the reflection-reflexion model suggests that much of the time cognitive
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load has its impact by making the anterior cingulate less likely to sound
the alarm that controlled processing resources are needed. In other words,
under cognitive load, maladaptive decisions constructed in the X-system
will often go unchecked.
When the anterior cingulate does sound the alarm, it is usually for the
benefit of prefrontal cortex, which is activated during numerous processes
that are associated with controlled processing including working memory
load (Braver et al., 1997), propositional reasoning (Goel & Dolan, 2000;
Waltz et al., 1999), causal inference (Lieberman et al., 2002c), linguistic
constructions (Bookheimer, in press), goal generation (Milner, 1963), and
hypothesis formation (Christoff & Gabrieli, 2000). Cohen and colleagues
have posited that many of these prefrontal processes function to override
the X-system or bias it to function temporarily in more contextually appropriate ways (MacDonald, Cohen, Stenger, & Carter, 2000; Miller & Cohen,
2001).
In summary, the C-system is designed to sense the floundering of the
X-system and to intervene when appropriate. Of course, in the modern world the C-system is activated much of the time, regardless of the
X-system’s preparedness. That is to say, although the C-system may have
evolved to come to the X-system’s rescue, the C-system has clearly taken
on a life of its own in a world in which nearly every external cue is designed
to evoke some degree of C-system processing (Deacon, 1997). Moreover,
the rationalist tradition of Western society looks down upon the use of intuition (Bruner, 1957; Haidt, 2001; Hogarth, 2001; Lieberman, 2000a), and
consequently, people may tend to rely on C-system processing even when
X-system processing would suffice.

how the x- and c-systems make decisions
To this point, it is clear that the reflection-reflexion model posits that the
brain is designed to give the X-system first crack at making most judgments and decisions. Quite literally, the structures of the X-system receive
incoming information before the structures of the C-system (Fabre-Thorpe,
Delorme, Marlot, & Thorpe, 2001; Iwata, LeDoux, Meeley, Arneric, & Reis,
1986; LeDoux, Ruggiero, & Reis, 1986). If the X-system is unable to generate
a useful solution, the C-system is activated so that its arsenal of decisionmaking tools can be used. It is still unclear from this discussion how decision making actually differs in the two systems. One major difference
that has long been accepted is that X-system processes operate in parallel, whereas C-system processes are exclusionary, operating one at a time
(McClelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1988; Posner & Snyder, 1975; Schneider
& Shiffrin, 1977; Wegner & Bargh, 1998). Although this difference has usually been thought of in terms of processing speed, it also has enormous
consequences for the nature of processing itself (Sloman, 1996; Smith &
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DeCoster, 1999). Because X-system processes operate in parallel, and because many of the neurons in the X-system project to and receive projections from the same neurons, neurons are simultaneously influenced by the
neurons they are influencing. In other words, neurons in the X-system are
highly interdependent, acting much like people do according to balance
theory (Heider, 1958; Read, Vanman, & Miller, 1997). This process of parallel constraint satisfaction in the X-system, described in detail elsewhere
(Kunda & Thagard, 1996; Lieberman et al., 2002b; Read et al., 1997; Shultz
& Lepper, 1995; Spellman & Holyoak, 1992), creates a pattern-matching
function that yields both judgment shifts related to cognitive dissonance
reduction and similarity-based decision making that is contextually inappropriate (Donovan & Epstein, 1997; Sloman, 1996).
Reflexive Judgment Shifts in Dissonance Reduction
Shultz and Lepper (1995) gave a radical reinterpretation of standard cognitive dissonance effects. Their computational model suggests that cognitions are interdependently represented; thus, changes in any one cognition
in a network of cognitions or the introduction of a new cognition can have
a ripple effect on others. Importantly, these ripple effects occur simply because of the distributed representational structure of the mind, rather than
as a result of conscious awareness of a conflict between cognitions combined with effortful attempts to make the cognitions more consonant with
one another, as other formulations have suggested (Brehm & Cohen, 1962;
Elliott & Devine, 1994; Festinger, 1964).
Two recent studies (Lieberman, Ochsner, Gilbert, & Schacter, 2001b)
have provided empirical support for the notion that this sort of judgment
shift does not depend on C-system processes. In one study, patients with
anterograde amnesia performed a variation of Brehm’s (1956) free-choice
paradigm. In this task, individuals rank 15 postcard-sized art prints and
then are asked to choose whether they would prefer to have full-sized reproductions of the pair of prints they ranked 4th and 10th or the pair of
prints they ranked 6th and 12th (participants are shown the pairs without
any reminder of their previous rankings). In either case, participants are
choosing one print they do not like very much (the 10th or 12th) and rejecting one print that they presumably do like (the 4th or 6th). At the end
of the experiment, participants are asked to rerank the 15 prints based on
how they are currently feeling. Normal healthy participants tend to rank
the chosen prints higher and the rejected prints lower than they did originally. By “spreading the difference” between the accepted and rejected
prints, the earlier choice becomes more consonant. Amnesics, in contrast
to healthy adults, cannot form new memories. Thus, when amnesics are
distracted as soon as they choose between the 4/10 and 6/12 pairs, they
cannot explicitly recall that they have just made a dissonance-inducing
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Figure 3.1. Dissonance reduction.

decision. Consequently, even if they feel physiological dissonance, amnesics will not have the counterattitudinal decision consciously accessible
to which to attribute their physiological discomfort. Thus, if dissonancebased judgment changes require awareness of the conflict and the conscious effort to resolve the conflict, amnesic patients should not show any
dissonance reduction. In fact, the amnesic patients showed just as much
dissonance reduction as healthy elderly controls with natural declines in
memory and twice as much dissonance reduction as college-age controls
(see Figure 3.1), even though they evidenced no memory for having made
a counterattitudinal decision moments earlier. In a second study, healthy
college-age participants under cognitive load showed just as much dissonance reduction as participants who were not under cognitive load. These
studies suggest, along with Shultz and Lepper (1995), that the C-system is
not always involved in cognitive dissonance reduction.
Causal Inference in the X- and C-Systems
When the X-system is presented with a causal inference problem or any
problem that requires propositional logic, the X-system transforms the
problem into a similarity problem. That is, the X-system tends to resolve propositions by estimating the similarity between the antecedent
and the consequent (Sloman, 1996). Thus, in the famous “Linda problem”
(Donovan & Epstein, 1997; Tversky & Kahneman, 1983), individuals are
given a description of Linda that is highly consistent with her being a feminist without actually specifying that she is one. Participants are then asked
whether it is more likely that Linda is (a) a bank teller or (b) a bank teller and
a feminist. The correct answer is a because of the principle of conjunction
(i.e., the conjunction of any two events is less or equally likely than either
event alone); however, most people choose b. This choice makes sense if
the individuals are engaged in similarity-based pattern-matching because
the description of Linda is more similar to b than a . The overall structure
of the question can be formed as “If someone has background x, is she
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then more likely to be a or to be b?” Computing the similarity of the antecedent to each of the two possible consequents will yield the conjunction
fallacy.
Unlike the X-system, the C-system is capable of testing for various kinds
of asymmetric and unidirectional relationships between variables rather
than just for bidirectional association. The C-system can represent statements such as “If p then q ” without concluding p from the presentation
of q , but the X-system cannot. This qualitative difference was previously
used to explain why the X-system, but not the C-system, would be prone
to the correspondence bias (Lieberman et al., 2002b). For though it may be
true that “If a person is dispositionally friendly, that person is more likely
to smile,” it is an inferential error to infer that a person is dispositionally friendly because he or she has smiled. Nevertheless, the X-system
presented with a smile will activate the representation for the corresponding trait of friendliness and draw this inference.
Whereas the X-system is designed to learn and use social and affective
generalities, the C-system evolved to handle those situations in which the
X-system fails (McClelland et al., 1995). Thus, the C-system needs to be
able to represent individual situations that are exceptions to the rules and
characterize how the same objective stimulus should be processed differently, depending on the situation. To facilitate this, the neural structure of
prefrontal cortex is quite different from that of the X-system. Whereas representations in the X-system are massively distributed such that similar
representations blur into one another, prefrontal and hippocampal representations are relatively sparse and separated from one another such
that the activation of any one representation does not automatically activate semantically related representations (O’Reilly, Braver, & Cohen, 1999).
Consequently, in the C-system, asymmetric relationships between representations can be produced and maintained without the interference of
similarity effects (Holyoak & Hummel, 2000).
A recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study tested
the reflection-reflexion hypothesis that asymmetric judgment processes depend on the C-system, whereas purely associative decision processes do
not. In this study (Lieberman et al., 2002c), participants were shown word
pairs one word at a time. Half of the time, participants judged whether
there was a causal relation between the words (e.g., fire → smoke), and the
other half of the time, participants judged whether there was an associative
relation between the words (e.g., bread → butter). Even though the two trial
types were equated for reaction time, suggesting that the two tasks were
similarly difficult, only the causal inference trials activated prefrontal cortex. This suggests that the C-system is not just for more effortful decisions,
but for qualitatively different kinds of decisions – in particular, those that
require asymmetric processing of discrete symbols rather than computing
similarity-based overlap between features.
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reflective processes disrupt reflexive processes
One of the basic principles of automaticity contends that genuinely automatic processes cannot be disrupted by controlled processes (Bargh, 1999).
Controlled processes may frequently set automatic processes in motion,
but the ability to run to completion once started is one of the hallmarks
of automaticity theory dating back over a century (James, 1890). A number of judgment and decision-making studies conducted by Wilson and
colleagues (Wilson, Dunn, Kraft, & Lisle, 1989; Wilson et al., 1993) highlight a possible exception to this rule. In Wilson’s work, participants are
required to generate careful introspective accounts of choices that would
otherwise be made intuitively. Using a variety of outcome criteria, Wilson
has found that introspection leads to poorer decisions. In one study (Wilson
et al., 1993), participants were asked to provide ratings of five posters; some
were artistic prints by Van Gogh and Monet, and others were humorous
posters with captions. Only 5% of control participants preferred the humorous posters, whereas 36% of participants asked to introspect on the basis
for their preference chose the humorous poster. Additionally, participants
were allowed to take a copy of their preferred print home. When contacted
weeks later, participants who had been in the introspection condition
expressed less satisfaction with their earlier choice than did the control participants. Thus, introspecting on the reasons for our preferences changes
our preferences temporarily, leading to outcomes that are less satisfactory
in the long run.
Wilson and Schooler’s (1991) explanation of these effects would suggest
that introspective processes rely on the C-system and that the C-system
sometimes generates less adaptive decision criteria than the X-system. In
the poster study, most people probably have X-systems that prefer the
artistic posters, but the X-system does not provide logical proofs for its
output (Lieberman, 2000a). Thus, when people need to provide logical
support for their preferences, they turn to the C-system, which allows
for the development of logical arguments. Unfortunately, the C-system of
individuals untrained in critiquing art is probably not sensitive to the same
factors that drive the intuitive responses of the X-system. Instead, the Csystem constructs relatively simplistic principles of preference based on
those dimensions that can be easily articulated. This is easier to do for the
humorous prints, which are quite simple and direct, if not of enduring
aesthetic worth, compared with the complex appeal of real works or art.
This account is relatively agnostic as to whether the X-system continues
to contribute its two cents to the preference judgments. Rather, this account
seems to suggest that if the X-system processes do occur, they are passed
over in favor of the C-system’s conclusions. Here is a case, as described in
the introduction to this chapter, in which the methods of social cognition
cannot provide a full account of the relationship between the automatic
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and controlled processes. Introspection manipulations certainly increase
the amount of C-system processing that occurs, but what is the consequence of C-system processing on the X-system processing that would have
occurred had the C-system not been engaged? How can we distinguish between (a) the C-system outputs being selected over the ongoing X-system
outputs and the possibility that (b) engaging the C-system prevents the
X-system from producing its output in the first place (Gilbert, 1999)? Using
fMRI, we can assess whether C-system processes merely override X-system
processes, such that X-system activations are still present but do not covary
with the resulting outputs, or whether the presence of C-system processes
are associated with reduced X-system activity suggesting disruption.
In two fMRI studies of affective processing, an increase in prefrontal
activity has been associated with diminished amygdala activity (Hariri,
Bookheimer, & Mazziotta, 2000; Lieberman, Hariri, & Bookheimer, 2001a),
suggesting that engaging the C-system can disrupt the X-system. In one of
these studies (Lieberman et al., 2001a), African American and Caucasian
participants were shown African American and Caucasian targets. In one
task (“Match”), participants saw a pair of faces in addition to the target and
had to choose which face of the pair was of the same race as the target face
(e.g., choosing the African American face from the pair to match the African
American target). In this condition, we replicated other fMRI studies of
automatic stereotyping (Cunningham, Johnson, Gatenby, Gore, & Banaji,
2001; Hart et al., 2000; Phelps et al., 2000) and found amygdala activity to
African American faces without any prefrontal activity. In the second task
(“Label”), participants chose which of two race labels described the target. In the label condition, the minimal linguistic processing necessary to
complete the task activated bilateral prefrontal cortex. Moreover, the amygdala activations were absent in this condition. Thus, when we activated the
C-system ever so slightly, the X-system processing in the amygdala was
disrupted. It is worth pointing out that although the linguistic labeling
task presented the participants with fewer out-group faces than the perceptual matching task, there were still as many out-group faces presented
in the linguistic task as in previous fMRI studies of automatic stereotyping.
Moreover, we found a negative correlation between the responses of the
prefrontal cortex and amygdala (r = −.63) during the Label condition. If
the reduced amygdala activity was merely a consequence of not presenting a second African American face, there should not have been a strong
negative correlation between prefrontal and amygdala activity (see Zárate
& Stoever, this volume, for other neural approaches to stereotyping).
Although the results of this fMRI study may be somewhat provocative,
this study is hardly a clean test of C-system processes disrupting X-system
processing. Perceptual matching is certainly more reflexive than linguistic
labeling, but neither comes from the standard arsenal of social cognition
paradigms. To provide such a test, a subliminal mere exposure study was
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conducted in conjunction with a cognitive load manipulation (Lieberman
& Jarcho, 2002). This provides a strong test of the hypothesis because subliminal processes are widely accepted as automatic or reflexive. Subliminal
processes clearly do not involve effort, intention, or awareness, and because
subliminal processes do not require controlled processing resources to operate, if cognitive load interrupts the subliminal mere exposure effect, the
only sensible conclusion is that reflective processes can disrupt genuinely
reflexive processes.
In this study, participants were shown a series of irregular polygons
for very brief periods of time (80 ms), followed on each trial by a pattern
mask (60 ms) and a second of a fixation cross alone. Each polygon was
randomly presented in one of four locations on the screen, each parafoveal
relative to the fixation cross in the middle of the screen. These methods
were based on previously established techniques for ensuring subliminal
exposure (Bargh & Chartrand, 2000). Each of 15 polygons was presented 1,
5, or 10 times. Half of the of the participants were also engaged in a cognitive load task during the presentation of the polygons. These participants
were required to keep track of the number of tones at a particular pitch
from among a series of tones. After the initial exposure period, participants
were shown pairs of polygons and asked which they liked more. Unknown
to the participants, in each pair, one polygon was new and the other had
been presented subliminally during the prior exposure period. As shown
in Figure 3.2, participants who were not under cognitive load replicated
the standard mere exposure effect, preferring the previously exposed polygons to the new polygons two to one. Participants under cognitive load,
however, showed no evidence of a mere exposure effect at all, instead expressing equal preference for the old and the new polygons.
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Figure 3.2. Mere exposure effects under conditions of cognitive load and no
cognitive load.
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If, as these data suggest, C-system processes can disrupt genuinely automatic X-system processes, then it would seem likely that inducing introspection would lead not only to the selection of C-system outputs over
X-system outputs, but also to the disruption of the X-system processes
that might have led to better decisions. This proposed mechanism complements, rather than supplants, that of Wilson and colleagues. People
certainly do shift their bases of judgment as Wilson has described. I am
merely pointing out that introspection, in addition to overriding our intuitive preferences, can disrupt the initial production of those intuitive
preferences.

individual differences in reflective
judgment processes
If the X- and C-systems contribute to qualitatively different kinds of decision making, then individual differences in the reactivity of the neural
bases of these systems should lead to personality differences in the likelihood that each kind of decision process occurs and is effective. In recent
studies, extraversion has been associated with more efficient functioning
in the executive components or working memory (Gray & Braver, 2002;
Lieberman, 2000b; Lieberman & Rosenthal, 2001), which in turn is associated with prefrontal cortex functioning (Braver et al., 1997; Smith & Jonides,
1999). This difference in working memory efficiency predicted differences
in social judgment under cognitive load, such that extraverts were more
accurate under cognitive load than introverts, whereas there was no difference in the absence of cognitive load across three studies (Lieberman &
Rosenthal, 2001). This finding contradicts the stereotype of the introvert as
the more rational and precise decision maker, carefully weighing different
options.
It is important here to differentiate the capacity of the C-system to contribute to decision making from the likelihood that the C-system will be
called upon to contribute to decision making. A second personality variable, neuroticism, may be an important determinant of this latter aspect of
decision making. Recall that in the reflection-reflection model, the C-system
evolved to deal with problems that the X-system fails to resolve. Whereas
prefrontal cortex is essential to control exerted by the C-system, the anterior
cingulate plays a major role in choosing when control will be called upon.
Individual differences in the sensitivity of the anterior cingulate should
determine the likelihood that a person will rely on the C-system in his or
her decision making. Neurotics are hypothesized to have more sensitive
anterior cingulates, and there is growing evidence that anxiety, a major
components of neuroticism (Gray, 1991), is associated with the sensitivity
of the anterior cingulate (Davidson, Abercrombie, Nitschke, & Putnam,
1999; Eisenberger & Lieberman, 2002). Thus, neuroticism and extraversion
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together should predict the likelihood and capacity of an individual to
engage C-system processes in decision making.
This does not mean that questionnaire measures of extraversion and
heuroticism will allow us to easily assess these decision-making differences
across individuals. These questionnaires were initially meant to predict the
peripheral consequences of individual differences in the central nervous
system (Eysenck, 1967). That is, the questionnaires were constructed to
predict skin conductance, which in turn was thought to be a consequence
of cortical arousal. This has turned out to be like a game of telephone in
which the original message was not entirely clear to begin with. The questionnaires predict psychophyiological responses imperfectly (Matthews
& Gililand, 1999), and the psychophysiological responses are affected by
multiple processes in the brain in addition to cortical arousal. Furthermore,
there is no simple neural equivalent to the concept of cortical arousal (Neiss,
1988; Robbins, 1997), upon which much of the original was based (Eysenck,
1967; Hebb, 1955).
Today, however, we can measure the sensitivity of different neural structures that are critical for self-regulation and problem solving relatively
directly with neuroimaging. Given this access, attempting to find which
structures in the brain have activation patterns that track existing questionnaire measures of personality would be one more bad link in the telephone
chain. Instead, we would do well to build our personality theories around
the capacities of different neurocognitive structures and the computational
consequences of varying the sensitivity of these structures. From here, then,
it would make sense to develop self-report and behavioral measures that
predict the reactivity of one or more neural systems, because neuroimaging is still a very expensive and time-consuming way to measure these
individual differences. Tasks that tap the central executive component of
working memory can serve as a quick index of at least some aspects of
prefrontal function (Lieberman & Rosenthal, 2001). Naomi Eisenberger and
I (Eisenberger & Lieberman, 2001) are currently developing a behavioral
task that measures anterior cingulate function. In our pilot fMRI work, we
have presented participants with reversible illusions such as a Necker cube
and have coded the rate of oscillation (i.e., flipping between the two views
of the cube). Though this work is preliminary, thus far it appears that the oscillation rate is a good predictor of anterior cingulate activity. Incidentally,
personality psychologists of the 1930s used this same measure but abandoned it because it did not correlate well with their questionnaire methods
(Guilford & Braly, 1931; McDougall, 1933). Because the current approach
allows researchers more direct access to the neurocognitive individual differences, it is possible that this time around, this task will provide us with
better predictive power. With these better tools, psychologists should be
able to reinvigorate the study of personality and its consequences for individuals in the tasks of everyday life.
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conclusion
In this chapter, I have laid out two neurocognitive systems involved in reflective and reflexive processing. On the one hand, these two systems correspond to cognitive processing dichotomies that have been around for a generation or more: automatic versus controlled and implicit versus explicit.
At the same time, these old dichotomies are limited in their ability to provide adequate treatment to the positive contributions of each half of the dichotomy. Instead, these formulations define the dichotomy as one or more
continua, and thus, both ends of the continua are defined as the presence or
absence of particular characteristics (effort, intention, awareness). By focusing on the neural basis of these systems, links can be made to the known
computational characteristics of these systems, and these characteristics
provide us with important clues as to why the two systems produce the outputs they do. Furthermore, current operationalizations of automaticity and
control make it difficult to identify anything but the relative contributions
of each system, rather than the absolute contributions of each. Finally, this
operationalization assumes that the effects of automatic and controlled processes add and subtract linearly, without interaction effects. Neuroimaging
allows the study of the ongoing interactions between the two systems.
The reflective-reflexive model based in neurocognitive systems and the
techniques of neuroimaging can make great contributions to the understanding of judgment and decision making. The findings from this chapter,
as well as the other existing findings in social cognitive neuroscience, are
undoubtedly just the tip of the iceberg. If we are ever going to size up the
entire iceberg, we will need an army of scientists who are bilingual in social
cognition and cognitive neuroscience, in terms of both theory and methods. As it stands, Berlitz does not have a crash course in either language,
so let me end where I began by recommending that you take a cognitive
neuroscientist to lunch.
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